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Organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs) have been intensively investigated for their potential applications 
in high-efficiency, low operating voltage, and full-color large-area flat-panel displays. To achieve full-color 
displays, blue-emitting materials and devices with high efficiency, good color purity, and good thermal stability 
are essential and highly desired. Here we report the intriguing carrier transport properties of amorphous 
ter(9,9-diarylfluorene)s (Fig. (a)), in which unusual nondispersive ambipolar carrier transport properties and 
high electron mobility of >lo5 cm2N.s were observed for the first time for amorphous molecular 
semiconductors. We also report highly efficient and bright blue hetemshucture OLEDs based on these of 
teriluorenes. 

The ter(9,9-diarylfluorene)s exhibit under investigation very high glass transition temperatures (Tg) of 
>200 T, good thermal stability, and high thin-film photoluminescent (PL) quntum yields of -90% in pure blue. 
These compounds are able to form homogeneous and stable amorphous films by thermal evaporation, a basic 
requirement for materials to be used in OLEDs. 

The time-of-flight (TOF) transient photocurrent technique was used to characterize the charge transport in 
films. The teriluorenes show the intriguing carrier transport properties. In these amorphous terfluorene film, 
unusual nondispersive ambipolar carrier transport properties and high electron mobility of >IO” cm2N.s were 
observed for the first time for amorphous molecular semiconductors (Fig. (b)). 

The multilayer OLEDs using these highly efficient blue-emitting teriluorene were fabricated on ITO-coated 
glass substrates. A 50-nm-thick film of the temuorenes served as the hole-transport layer and the emitting 
layer. A 37-nm-thick electron-transport layer of 1,3,5-tris(N-phenylbenzimidazol-2-yl)benzeoe (TPBI) was 
used to inject and transport electrons into the EML. The cathode was prepared by sequential deposition of a 
thin LiF layer (OSnm) and a thick AI (150nm). 

The EL of the devices show pure blue emission from these tertluorenes. The rather low tum-on voltage 
of -3V, defined as the voltage where EL emission becomes detectable, and low operation voltage (100 cam2 at 
-6 V, 1000 cdm2 at -8 V) of these devices suggest these teriluorenes also function well as hole transporters. 
High EL extemal quantum efficiency of 2.5-3% photodelectron and high brightness over 5000 cam2 were 
observed for these devices (Fig. (c)), consistent with the high thin-film PL quantum yields. High PLEL 
quantum efficiencies io conjunction with carrier transport properties render these teduorenes a very interesting 
and promising class of optoelectronic materials. 
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Fig. (a) Chemical structures of ter(9,9-diarylfluorene)s:4aa and 4cc. Fig. @) Electron and hole mobilities 
of compounds 4cc and 4aa vs. square root of the electric field. Fig. (c) L V  characteristics of the devices 
with the teriluorend derivatives as emitting material. Device structures: 1TOREDT:PSS (300 
A)/terfluorene 4aa or 4cc (500 A)/TPBI (370 A)/LiF (5 A)/AI. 
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